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ROCKLER'S NEW HD CLAMP RACK PROVIDES  
ORGANIZED STORAGE USING MINIMAL SPACE

MEDINA, MN (June 11, 2015) - Rockler Woodworking and Hardware has 
introduced the HD Clamp Rack, a storage device made to house twelve pipe or 
parallel clamps while using minimal wall space. The heavy-duty rack solves the 
common problem of tangled stacks of clamps occupying an entire corner of wood 
shops and garages.

As important as keeping clamps off the floor and out of the way is being able 
to retrieve them from the rack at a moment's notice when they are needed for 
a project. Users simply lift the clamps out of the storage slots and get right to 
clamping. When finished, the clamps store neatly in two rows on the rack.

"The HD Clamp Rack turns tangled clamp piles into an organized display," says 
Dan Wenning, Rockler's director of product development. "It also allows access to 
the clamps in an instant, so that time normally spent hunting down and untangling 
clamps can be spent clamping instead."

Each HD Clamp Rack features six clamp slots on each side. Each slot can accept 
either a pipe clamp or a parallel clamp, and fit a majority of clamp designs on the 
market. The heavy-duty twelve gauge steel construction and two-piece reinforced 
design provides support to eliminate sagging. The narrow footprint is only nine 
inches wide. Mounting hardware is not included; 3/8'' x 1.5'' long lag bolts or larger 
are recommended to hang the rack.

The HD Clamp Rack (57164) is priced at $39.99 and can be purchased at Rockler 
Woodworking and Hardware stores nationwide, Rockler.com, or from the Rockler 
catalog. For store locations or a free catalog, please visit www.rockler.com or call 
1-877-ROCKLER.
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ABOUT ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE
Celebrating its 61st year as a family-run business, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware is the na-
tion’s premier supplier of specialty hardware, tools, lumber and other high quality woodworking and 
do-it-yourself products. Rockler has 29 retail locations in AZ, CA, CO, GA, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, MN, 
MO, NH, NY, OH, OR, PA, TX, WA, and WI, as well as extensive catalog and internet operations.  

To learn more about Rockler, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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